
Overview

A major advantage of gain scheduling control is that it
provides nonlinear parameter-dependent systems a non-
linear time varying controller by using linear time invari-
ant ones. It has been remarked that for real world applica-
tions the elegant and powerful results of the modern H∞

control theory are particularly interesting for the synthe-
sis of LTI controllers in contrast to other methods such
as predictive and/or pure nonlinear control strategies that
risk being overly complex and/or difficult to implement.
In this work two H∞ control structures were tested in
order to provide the necessary LTI controllers needed for
interpolation in the gain scheduling control context. This
chapter offers a solid yet not exhaustive review of two of
these methods: H∞ dynamic output feedback with pole
placement constraints and H∞ dynamic and static loop
shaping. In addition some rather standard results con-
cerning full order state observers and Youla parametriza-
tion (in use with the first synthesis method) and an im-
portant system analysis tool called the gap metric (in use
with the second synthesis method) are presented.

Control Theory for Gain
Scheduling
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3.1 H∞ Control in LMI Regions

In this section some theoretical results concerning H∞ control with pole place-
ment constraints in LMI regions will be presented. The section starts with a
classical analysis motivating the use of this powerful synthesis method for the
computation of LTI controllers at the first benchmark example of Chapter 5.
The subsequent sections give all the necessary results for a systematic treatment
of this control problem with most of the material drawn from [27].

3.1.1 Motivation

Consider a SISO linear time invariant system G(s) and a controller K(s) in a 2nd order

system

analysis
standard closed loop control configuration (see Fig. 3.1a). The primary goal of
classical control systems is to design the controller K so that the time response
y(t) to a step reference input yr(t) has good properties. Many of these properties
are dominated mostly by the location of the poles λ of the closed loop system
H(s) with:

H(s)
∆
=

Y (s)

Yr(s)
=

G(s)K(s)

1 + G(s)K(s)
(3.1)

To quantify the influence of the pole location to the time response of the
closed loop system H(s), suppose that H is or may be approximated by a second
order system (see Fig 3.1b), as is the case very often in practice, with:

H(s) =
ω2

n

s2 + 2ξωns + ω2
n

(3.2)

The transfer function parameters ωn and ξ are called undamped natural fre-
quency and damping ratio of the poles λ1,2 of H, being the roots of its denomi-
nator, with:

Polesλ1,2 = −ξωn ± jωn

√

1 − ξ2. (3.3)

The quantitative meaning of the two fundamental variables ωn and ξ is re-
lated to the step response of H. The undamped natural frequency is the system’s
output oscillation frequency if its damping ratio is reduced to zero whereas the
damping ratio is closely related to the overshoot experienced on the system’s
step response, given that the system is underdamped.
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Figure 3.1: Basic analysis block diagrams.
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The poles λ1,2 depend on both ωn and ξ (see Eq. 3.3), but it is the latter thatDamping

scenarios characterizes the form of the step response y(t). Four scenarios are considered
for the damping ratio: ξ = 0 (non-damped), 0 < ξ < 1 (underdamped), ξ = 1
(critically damped) and ξ > 1 (overdamped). The first and the third scenarios
may be considered as limit cases of the second and the fourth ones.

In the non-damped case (ξ = 0) the closed loop poles are purely imaginary
with λnd

1,2 = ±jωn and the time response is purely oscillatory whereas in the
critically damped case (ξ = 1) the closed loop poles are purely real and nega-
tive with equal values λcd

1,2 = −ωn. The system in the first case is said to be
conditionally stable whereas in the second remains always stable. In the over-
damped case (ξ > 1) the system demonstrates two distinct stable real poles with
λod

1,2 = (−ξ ±
√

ξ2 − 1)ωn. For a constant undamped natural frequency, as the
damping ratio increases the first stable pole goes to infinity whereas the second
goes to zero. Thus, the time response of such as system becomes sluggish since
it gets dominated by a slow stable eigenvalue. All three cases are not interesting
for a control system for stability and/or speed reasons, so only the underdamped
case is considered in the following analysis.

For an underdamped system 0 < ξ < 1 its step response y(t) and step track-
ing error e(t) = yr(t)− y(t) (see Fig. 3.1b) are computed using basic knowledge
of ODE theory as (see [105], pp. 147-148)1:

y(t) = 1 −
e−ξωnt

√

1 − ξ2
sin

(

ωdt + arctan

√

1 − ξ2

ξ

)

(3.4)

e(t) = e−ξωnt

(

cos ωdt +
ξ

√

1 − ξ2
sinωdt

)

. (3.5)

The step response y(t) of H(s) for a given ωn, presents different amounts of
overshoot and oscillation around the desired reference trajectory yr(t) for dif-
ferent values of ξ (see Fig. 3.2a) whereas its settling speed for a given ξ is a
function of ωn (see Fig. 3.2b).

In order to characterize an LTI system in a more uniform way, several proper-
ties of its step time response y(t) may be defined, depending only on the damping
ratio ξ and undamped natural frequency ωn. Some of these properties are the
rise time tr, peak time tp, settling time ts and overshoot Mp (see Fig. 3.2c) and
may be easily calculated for a second order system as:

1. Rise Time tr: It is usually defined as the time that the step response y(t)Step

response

properties
takes to reach its 100% value for the first time. It may be computed from
Eq. 3.4 by letting y(t) = 1:

tr =

π − arctan

√

1 − ξ2

ξ

ωn

√

1 − ξ2
. (3.6)

1The quantity ωd = ωn

√

1 − ξ2 is called the damped natural frequency.
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(a) Step responses (varying ξ)

(b) Step responses (varying ωn)

(c) Step response characteristics

Figure 3.2: Step response study - underdamped case.
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2. Peak Time tp: It is defined as the time that the step response y(t) takes to
reach its maximum value. It is computed by letting the derivative of y(t)
go to zero:

tp =
π

ωn

√

1 − ξ2
=

π

ωd
. (3.7)

3. Settling Time ts: It is defined as the time that the step response y(t) takes
to reach a 2% or 5% envelope around its steady state value y(t∞). It is
approximatively computed as:

ts =
3

ξωn
(5% criterion) (3.8)

ts =
4

ξωn
(2% criterion) (3.9)

4. Maximum Overshoot Mp: It is defined as the maximum positive percentage
deviation (occurring at the peak time t = tp) of the step response y(t). It
is computed as:

Mp =
y(tp) − y(t∞)

y(t∞)
· 100% = e

− πξ
√

1 − ξ2
· 100% (3.10)

A control system should be able to provide satisfactory response times andPole

placement

discussion
damping for the plant under control. For a second order system with the simple
form of Eq. 3.2, this is done by placing its poles λ1,2 (see Eq. 3.3) to an
appropriate location following two rules of thumb, as it has been implied in
the preceding analysis: first the desired settling time ts of the process is set by
adjusting the undamped natural frequency ωn and then an appropriate damping
ratio ξ is chosen in order on the one hand avoid excessive overshoot, and on the
other hand obtain a time response for the system that is not too sluggish.

The dependence of the rise, peak and settling times over the damping ratio
and a given undamped natural frequency is shown in Fig. 3.3a2. Even though
the rise and peak times augment monotonically with the damping ratio ξ, it
does not happen the same with the settling time. It may be remarked that
while the settling time is almost constant for medium values of the damping
ratio 0.45 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.65, it reaches a minimum for ξ ≃ 0.69 and then starts to rise
almost linearly. The corresponding percentage overshoot Mp for this optimal
value of the damping ratio is about 4.7% (see Fig. 3.3b). In practice, a damping
ratio between 0.6 and 0.8 for the closed poles of a real-world system is considered
satisfactory with the undamped natural frequency being chosen as a function of
the specific bandwidth demanded from the control system.

2The figure shows the settling time for ωn = 1rad/s and thus provides scaling for any ωn.
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(a) Step response times

(b) Step response overshoot

Figure 3.3: Step response characteristics.
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3.1.2 LMI Regions

From the analysis of the previous section it has been made clear that the tran-Motivation

for

eigenvalue

clustering

sient behavior of a control system is dominated by the location of its closed loop
poles. For a simple second order system as the one in Eq. 3.2, it is generally
easy to obtain the desired closed loop dynamics by setting the damping ratio
and undamped natural frequency to some desired values. For a higher order
system there exist also solid methods for robust state/output feedback eigen-
value placement to an arbitrary accuracy (see for example [72] for details on the
algorithm implemented in MATLABR© for state feedback eigenvalue placement).

Besides focusing on eigenvalue placement only, a control system could provide
a control law that takes into account constraints over frequency domain aspects,
robustness over external perturbations and parametric uncertainties. A good
way to take into account all these requirements is the H∞ robust control con-
text with additional eigenvalue placement constraints. There exists an extensive
literature over this general problem of root clustering (e.g. see [28, 56, 57]); here
however the approach found in [27] will be preferred since the author believes
that it gives the more general results on the subject. Having given the moti-
vation why eigenvalue placement is so important in Section 3.1.1, this section
presents some introductory material over the famous LMI regions.

3.1.2.1 Design Objectives

As pointed out in the previous analysis, an eigenvalue placement procedure could
be very efficient for a control system. This procedure could be either a rather
exact or one-to-one eigenvalue assignment to predefined locations, or a more
general placement of the system’s state space representation eigenvalues into
convex sub-regions of the complex plane PC. The latter method is very appeal-
ing because it can be cast as an LMI convex optimization problem solvable by
efficient algorithms.

These regions may be vertical or horizontal strips, circles, parabolas or gen-D(α, r, ϑ)
region eral conic sections on the complex plane. An LMI region used often in practice

is the D(α, r, ϑ) performance-stability region of Fig. 3.4. This particular LMI
region could define a useful design objective as it is the intersection of an α-
stability vertical strip Dα that provides a minimum decay rate α, a semi-circular
region Dr imposing undamped natural frequency constraints and a triangular
constraint region Dϑ that sets minimum damping on the closed loop eigenval-
ues. For any complex number z = x + yj ∈ C these regions are defined as:

Dα : Re{z} = x ≤ −α, α > 0 (3.11)

Dr : |z| ≤ r, r > 0 (3.12)

Dϑ : tanϑ · x ≤ −|y|, 0 < ϑ < π/2 (3.13)

and
D(α, r, ϑ)

∆
= Dα ∩ Dr ∩ Dϑ. (3.14)
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Figure 3.4: D performance-stability region.

3.1.2.2 D-Stability

In order to use the powerful machinery of LMI solvers to confine the eigenvalues
of a plant inside a given region D of the complex plane PC, a formal definition
of such a region is needed and it is given by the following statement [27]:

Definition 3.1. A subset D of the complex plane PC is called an LMI region LMI

regionif there exists a symmetric matrix Λ with Λ = ΛT ∈ Rm×m and a matrix
M ∈ Rm×m so that:

D =: {fD(z) < 0, z ∈ C} (3.15)

with:
fD(z) = Λ + zM + z̄MT . (3.16)

¤

Given the negative definitiveness of Eq. 3.15 the LMI regions are always
convex and symmetric with respect to the negative real axis of PC since fD(z̄) =
f̄D(z). In addition, more complex LMI regions may be constructed by simpler
ones since they are in general invariant under set intersection3. This result was
used for example in the previous section in order to construct the D(α, r, ϑ)
performance-stability region of Fig. 3.4 and will be further exploited when it
comes to the placement of the eigenvalues of a LTI system inside this region.

Consider the following LTI and finite dimensional unforced system with x ∈
Rn×1 and A ∈ Rn×n:

ẋ = Ax (3.17)

3This means that the intersection fD1 ∩ fD2 of two LMI regions is also an LMI region with
fD1∩D2 = Diag(fD1 , fD2).
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The necessary and sufficient condition for the plant to be quadratically asymp-
totically stable is the following well-known Lyapunov inequality condition:

∃X = XT > 0 : AX + XAT < 0. (3.18)

The aforementioned condition may be extended for general stable subregions
D of the complex plane (LMI regions) as in Definition 3.1; if the spectrum of
A belongs to D, then the system in Eq. 3.17 is called D-stable. The following
theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for D-stability of such a system:

Theorem 3.1. Consider the system of Eq. 3.17 and a convex LMI region D,Stability

condition

for

eigenvalue

placement

characterized by the matrices Λ,M and described by the complex function
fD(z) as in Definition 3.1. Consider also the m×m block matrix FD(A,X)
with:

FD(A,X) = Λ ⊗ X + M ⊗ (AX) + MT ⊗ (AX)T

=
[

ΛklX + MklAX + Mlk(AX)T
]

1≤k,l≤m

(3.19)

The system in Eq. 3.17 is then called D-stable if and only if there exists a
matrix X = XT > 0 so that the following LMI condition holds:

FD(A,X) < 0. (3.20)

¤

Proof. See [27], Appendix.

¥

From the preceding analysis it is obvious that one could concatenate more
than one LMI’s of the form FDi

(A,X) < 0 for each i ’th LMI region; their
intersection then forms the desired eigenvalue placement region of Eq. 3.14.
This is exactly the power of the method since complex, performance-tailored
LMI regions may be easily described in this way.

The corresponding LMI conditions for each of the D(α, r, ϑ) subregions areD(α, r, ϑ)
stability

conditions
given by the following expressions:

Dα : AX + XAT + 2αX < 0 (3.21)

Dr :

[

−rX AX

XAT −rX

]

< 0. (3.22)

Dϑ :

[

sinϑ
(

AX + XAT
)

cos ϑ
(

AX − XAT
)

cos ϑ
(

XAT − AX
)

sinϑ
(

AX + XAT
)

]

< 0. (3.23)

This concludes the analysis concerning the conditions for eigenvalue place-
ment inside LMI regions. In the following section the synthesis equations for
the calculation of an output feedback H∞ controller with additional eigenvalue
placement constraints4 for the closed loop eigenvalues will be given.

4The regional constraints will be of the form as in Eqs. 3.21-3.23.
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3.1.3 Controller Synthesis

Consider a finite dimensional LTI standard plant P(s) where x ∈ Rn×1 is the
state vector, u ∈ Rnu×1 the control vector, y ∈ Rnp×1 the measurement vector,
ζ∞ ∈ Rnζ×1 a generalized performance vector and w ∈ Rnw×1 an external
perturbation vector5:

Standard

plant P
P :

ẋ = Ax + Bww + Buu

ζ∞ = Cζx + Dwζw + Duζu

y = Cyx + Dwyw + Duyu

(3.24)

Consider also an LMI D-stability region D(α, r, ϑ) (see Fig. 3.4) and some
H∞ performance level γ > 0. The goal is to calculate an output feedback
dynamic controller K(s) in a standard l-LFT form (see Fig. 3.5) so that:

• The eigenvalues of the closed loop system interconnection are placed inside Synthesis

constraintsthe LMI region D(α, r, ϑ).

• The H∞ performance level for the transfer function from the disturbance
to the performance vector is satisfied; i.e. ‖Twζ∞(s)‖∞ < γ with Twζ∞(s) =
Fl(P, K).

The output feedback controller K(s) having as a task to achieve the afore-
mentioned goals has the following standard form (with xk ∈ Rnk×1 the controller
state):

Feedback

controllerK :
ẋk = Akxk + Bky

u = Ckxk + Dky.
(3.25)

The closed loop system transfer function Twζ∞(s) from the perturbation to
the performance vector is written as:

Twζ∞(s)
∆
= Ccl(sI− Acl)

−1Bcl + Dcl. (3.26)
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Figure 3.5: Standard l-LFT interconnection.

5The plant may be considered strictly proper (Duy = 0) without any loss of generality.
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with:

Acl =

[

A + BuDkCy BuCk

BkCy Ak

]

(3.27)

Bcl =

[

Bw + BuDkDwy

BkDwy

]

(3.28)

Ccl =
[

Cζ + DuζDkCy DuζCk

]

(3.29)

Dcl = Dwζ + DuζDkDwy. (3.30)

Before giving the formulas for controller synthesis, it should be outlined that
these will involve the satisfaction of the BRL for the H∞ part (with a Lyapunov
matrix X∞) and the eigenvalue placement LMI’s of Eqs. 3.19-3.20 (with a
Lyapunov matrix X). However the problem is not tractable when considering
two Lyapunov matrices so with some conservativeness it will be assumed that
X∞ = X. In addition, the BRL is not initially an LMI when substituting inside
it the matrices of Eqs. 3.27-3.30 so a change of variables is needed (see [48]).
The following theorem gives the final necessary and sufficient conditions for the
problem:

Theorem 3.2. Let D be a desired LMI region of the complex plane PC de-Conditions

for H∞

control

with

eigenvalue

placement

constraints

scribed by a characteristic function fD(z) as in Eq. 3.16, with correspond-
ing matrices Λ,M. There exist a Lyapunov matrix X and an output feed-

back controller K(s)
∆
=

[

Ak Bk

Ck Dk

]

that assure ‖Twζ∞‖∞ < γ and λ(Acl) ∈ D

if and only if the following LMI’s are satisfied:
Find R = RT ,S = ST ∈ Rn×n and matrices Ak,Bk, Ck,Dk such that:

[

R I

I S

]

< 0 (3.31)

1≤k,l≤m

[

Λkl

[

R I

I S

]

+ MklΦ + MlkΦ
T

]

< 0 (3.32)

[

Ψ11 ΨT
21

Ψ21 Ψ22

]

< 0 (3.33)

with the matrices Φ,Ψ11,Ψ21,Ψ22 being defined as:

Φ =

[

AR + BuCk A + BuDkCy

Ak SA + BkCy

]

(3.34)

Ψ11 =

[

AR + (RA)T + BuCk + (BuCk)
T Bw + BuDkDwy

(Bw + BuDkDwy)
T −γI

]

(3.35)

Ψ21 =

[

Ak + (A + BuDkCy)
T SBw + BkDwy

CζR + DuζCk Dwζ + DuζDkDwy

]

(3.36)

Ψ22 =

[

SA + (SA)T + BkCy + (BkCy)
T (Cζ + DuζDkCy)

T

Cζ + DuζDkCy −γI

]

. (3.37)
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¤

Proof. See [27], pp. 365.

¥

Once the feasibility LMI’s are solved obtaining R,S,Ak,Bk, Ck,Dk and the Controller

reconstructionminimal value of γ, the matrices Ak,Bk,Ck of a full-order controller (i.e. nk =
n) can be then computed6. To do this, first a full rank factorization N1N

T
2 =

I−RS (with N1,N2 being square and invertible) is performed using SVD. The
matrices N1,N2 are in fact parts of the Lyapunov matrix X and its inverse
partitioned as:

X =

[

R N1

NT
1 U

]

(3.38)

X−1 =

[

S N2

NT
2 V

]

. (3.39)

The controller matrices are finally calculated by inverting the transformations
done to render the BRL convex7:

Bk = N2Bk + SBuDk (3.40)

Ck = CkN
T
1 + DkCyR (3.41)

Ak = N2AkN
T
1 + N2BkCyR + SBuCkN1 + S(A + BuDkCy)R. (3.42)

Obviously, if the eigenvalues of the system have to be confined inside a generic
LMI region being the intersection of several basic LMI regions Di, as is the
case with the D(α, r, ϑ) performance-stability region of Fig. 3.4, then several
inequality conditions of the type as in Eq. 3.32 should be concatenated and
satisfied simultaneously.

Technical Note: As far as practical implementation is concerned, one could
either code the LMI feasibility conditions of Theorem 3.2 using available
software for LMI solution (MATLABR© LMI Toolbox, YALMIP etc.) or
use the available macro hinfmix of MATLAB R© Robust Control Toolbox
which performs multi-objective H2/H∞ synthesis with eigenvalue place-
ment constraints. This macro gives the dynamic controller K(s) satisfying
all the constraints as well as the minimum γ attained and the feasibility
matrices R,S of Theorem 3.2.
The macro hinfmix takes the argument ‘region’ that is consisted in fact
of the matrices Λ,M characterizing the LMI region D used for the eigen-
value placement. The argument ‘region’ is obtained from an interactive
dialog with the user by the macro lmireg of the same toolbox. A pre-
defined inventory with various LMI regions (horizontal and vertical strips,
disks, conic sections etc.) is available by default.

6More precisely the order nk is equal to rank(RS − I), with R,S given by Theorem 3.2.
7The final implemented controller is given then by Eq. 3.25.
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3.2 Compensator Estimator-Controller Form

In this section some results will be presented on the subject of converting a
generic compensator K(s) into an equivalent observer/state feedback controller
form. A very good treatment of the subject can be found in [4] with most of the
material drawn from the original work found in [20, 21].

3.2.1 Motivation

The conversion of a generic compensator K(s) to an observer/state feedback con-
troller form may be useful for two reasons. The first has to do with the advantage
of observer/state feedback controllers to preserve the same state representation
as the plant for which they have been computed, since the controller states can
be viewed as estimates of the plant’s states. The second reason is relevant with
gain scheduling; if the compensator’s parameters are to be changed/updated,
it is better to update only the two matrices Kc,Ko of the observer/state feed-
back form of the compensator instead of updating the compensator matrices
Ak,Bk,Ck,Dk.

The material of this section will be used in conjunction with the analysis of
Section 3.1, where dynamic compensators with eigenvalue placement constraints
are designed, in order to conceive gain-scheduled control laws based on the ob-
server/state feedback controller interpolation technique of Chapter 5.

3.2.2 Controller Transformation

The general idea is based on the fact that an output feedback dynamic compen-
sator K(s) of the form (with xk ∈ Rnk×1 being the compensator state vector
and nk ≥ n):

K :
ẋk = Akxk + Bky

u = Ckxk + Dky.
(3.43)

may be transformed to an equivalent observer/state feedback controller being of
the same order as the plant for which it has been computed (order n) plus the
famous Youla parameter Q(s) that is an always stable system of order nk − n.

In order to avoid having an additional dynamical system Q(s) for whichDiscussion

on the

Youla

parameter

interpolation should be also used when coming to gain scheduling, the compen-
sators designed must be forced to have the same order as the plant. In this case,
after the transformation that will be detailed in the following lines, the Youla
parameter becomes only a static gain:

Q(s) ≡ Dk. (3.44)

Furthermore, if the compensators designed are restricted to be strictly proper,
then the Youla parameter is zero and the compensator K(s) may be represented
by a standard Kalman observer plus a state feedback gain (see Fig. 3.6).
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The conversion formulas will now be given according to [4]. Consider without
loss of generality a finite dimensional strictly proper LTI system G(s) with the
following state space representation (with x ∈ Rn×1 the state vector, u ∈ Rnu×1

the control vector and y ∈ Rny×1 the measurement vector):

G :
ẋ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx.
(3.45)

Consider also a LTI dynamic output feedback compensator as in Eq. 3.438

that stabilizes the plant and may also provide additional useful properties such
as robustness to external perturbations, eigenvalue placement etc.

The idea here is to transform the dynamic controller K(s) in such a way so Conversion

procedurethat it would be a Kalman observer of a linear transformation of the plant state
x or:

xk = Tx̂. (3.46)

A Kalman observer of the system’s state plus the state feedback controller
are written as:

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + Ko(y − Cx̂)

u = Kcx̂.
(3.47)

If the state feedback controller equation is substituted to the observer one
then the following dynamic controller is obtained:

˙̂x = (A + BKc − KoC)x̂ + Koy

u = Kcx̂.
(3.48)

Now if the state transformation of Eq. 3.46 is performed to Eq. 3.48, then
the following compensator form is calculated:

ẋk = T(A + BKc − KoC)T−1xk + TKoy

u = KcT
−1xk.

(3.49)

Finally, by performing an one to one identification of the controller matrices
of Eq. 3.49 using Eq. 3.47, the following conditions are found:

AkT − TA − TBCkT + BkC = 0 (3.50)

and:

Ko = T−1Bk (3.51)

Kc = CkT. (3.52)

Equation 3.50 is a generalized non-symmetric rectangular Riccati equation
that can be solved using the following technical note. After it has been solved,
the observer/controller matrices of Eqs. 3.51-3.52 may be finally computed.

8The compensator K(s) is considered strictly proper (Dk = 0).
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Technical Note: To solve the Riccati equation 9 (Eq. 3.50), it suffices to observe
that it may be written as:

[

−T I
]

[

A BCk

BkC Ak

] [

I

T

]

= 0. (3.53)

The matrix in the middle of Eq. 3.53 is nothing else than the closed
loop matrix of the system Acl (see Eq. 3.27 with Bu = B,Cy = C and
Dk = 0). Use then eigenvector decomposition in order to find a matrix U

and a matrix Λ so that:
U−1AclU = Λ. (3.54)

Then compute the solution to the generalized non-symmetric rectangular
Riccati equation of Eq. 3.50 as:

T = U21U
−1
11 (3.55)

where the matrix U is partitioned as U =
[

U11 U12
U21 U22

]

.

Now if the eigenvalues of the closed loop system are not repeated, then theEigenvalue

ordering columns of U are simply the eigenvectors of the closed loop system matrix
Acl and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of Acl.
The solutions of the Riccati equations are not unique since each solution
correspond to a different ordering of the columns of U. In general, the
eigenvectors should be ordered in such a way that the first n ones cor-
respond to the closed loop controller eigenvalues whereas the rest to the
n estimator eigenvalues. This ordering should be done according to the
rapidity of the eigenvalues and is not always trivial (for further discussion
see [21]). The possible orderings are in fact the combinations of n eigen-
values out of totally 2n or

(

2n
n

)

and can be as high as 20 for a third order
compensator.
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Figure 3.6: Compensator and estimator/controller equivalence.

9For alternative methods to solve the Riccati equation see [20], pp. 1576 and references
therein.
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3.3 H∞ Loop Shaping

In this section, an alternative method to the classic H∞ formulation for the de-
sign of robust output feedback controllers of Section 3.1 will be presented. This
method is based on the famous loop shaping approach for the design of MIMO
output feedback controllers first introduced in [98].

In Section 3.3.1 the principal ideas motivating the method are presented
whereas in Section 3.3.2 the method itself is outlined. The solution to the prob-
lem of designing full order controllers, satisfying the analysis of Sections 3.3.1,
3.3.2 using the Riccati and LMI-based formulation, is presented in 3.3.3. Finally
in Section 3.3.4 the problem of designing a static instead of a full order controller
is described.

3.3.1 Motivation

The methodology of designing a classic H∞ robust output feedback controller Standard

H∞

control

vs. LSDP

K(s) for a LTI system G(s) is mainly based on shaping the singular values of
certain transfer functions of the closed loop via the use of weighting filters. These
closed loop transfer functions are defined using an input vector w representing
external disturbances and/or reference signals and an output vector ζ∞ repre-
senting critical signals on the closed loop system needing particular treatment
as for example error and/or control signals (see Fig. 3.5). Then a stabilizing
controller is computed, ensuring that the H∞ norm of the transfer function
Twζ∞(s) = Fl(P,K) from w to ζ∞ is minimized. Additional constraints (such
as closed loop eigenvalue placement ones) could be subsequently added as in
Section 3.1.

A major disadvantage of this method is that the choice of the weighting
functions used is either highly empirical or involves a great number of trial and
error experiments until a good compromise between performance and robustness
is found. At the end, one cannot be sure that the best choice of filters has been
done and as a result, it cannot be argued that the controller computed is the
optimal one (even though it is optimal (or sub-optimal) for the selected filters).

An alternative to this method is the so-called loop shaping design procedure
(LSDP) first introduced in [98]. It is based on the fact that performance and
robustness optimization could be separated in two phases (retaining always a
trade-off between the two) and therefore obtain more flexibility in controller de-
sign. This procedure uses this time the open loop singular values σ(GK) over
specified frequency ranges in order to characterize the closed loop performance
and robustness of the plant instead of using directly various weighted closed loop
transfer functions as with standard H∞ control.

This in fact is in accordance with the classic SISO control practice where
controllers are designed in order to achieve high/low open loop gain at low/high
frequencies for good performance/robustness and a correct roll off rate at the
gain crossover frequency to maintain stability avoiding excessive phase lag.
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To prove that in fact it is possible to describe closed loop performance andGeneralized

feedback

scheme
robustness requirements by the use of open loop information, consider the follow-
ing generalized feedback interconnection scheme where d, n may model various
disturbances, sensor noises or reference signals acting on the plant G, whereas
y, u are the inputs/outputs to the controller K.
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Figure 3.7: Generalized feedback interconnection.

The reason for which this feedback structure is chosen is twofold. First
it incorporates all possible external signals acting on G in a general manner.
Second it permits to define an uncertain system G∆ with additive perturbations
to its coprime factors in a straightforward way as it will be presented at the end
of this section. The controller K is then computed to stabilize the plant G in
the face of such uncertainties in the context of the LSDP. As an extension to
this stabilization property, this feedback structure permits also the introduction
of another significant system notion: the gap metric. The interconnection of
the gap metric and the robust stabilization of an uncertain system G∆ using a
controller K is very important as it will be shown in Section 3.4 and it will be
used for the development of gain-scheduled control laws in Chapter 6.

The analysis presented further down will show that many performance and
requirements for a closed loop system may be incorporated using the feedback
scheme shown in Fig. 3.7. The transfer functions considered are the ones from
the external disturbances n, d to the controller output/inputs y, u. After simple
matrix manipulation one gets:

[

u
y

]

=

[

KS T ′

S SG

] [

n
d

]

. (3.56)

In the previous equation S is called the output sensitivity matrix and T ′ the
input complementary sensitivity matrix defined as:

S
∆
=(I− GK)−1 (3.57)

T ′ ∆
=K(I− GK)−1G = KSG. (3.58)
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A very good control strategy, following a classic H∞ formulation, is in fact to
design a stabilizing controller K in such a way that the effect of the input/output
disturbances d, n on the open loop plant G is also minimized over all frequencies.
This means that K is designed to satisfy:

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

KS T ′

S SG

]∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≡

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

SG T
S′ KS

]∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

< γ, γ > 0 (3.59)

with S′ being the input sensitivity matrix and T the output complementary
sensitivity matrix defined as10:

S′ ∆
=(I− KG)−1 (3.60)

T
∆
=GK(I− GK)−1 = GKS. (3.61)

The minimization of the H∞-norm of each one of the six closed loop transfer From open

to

closed -loop

objectives

functions-objectives S, S′, T, T ′, SG, KS of Eq. 3.59 over all frequencies is not
generally possible because there is always a conflict between them due to the
fact that for example S +T = I. However this minimization could be performed
for different zones of frequencies and also considering open loop instead of these
closed loop objectives.

Take for instance the H∞-norm of the output sensitivity matrix S which can
be studied by studying its maximum singular values σ(S) for all frequencies. For
frequencies where the minimum singular values of the open loop transfer function
are big (i.e. σ(GK)≫1), then the following approximation holds (see [155], pp.
131-133, 486 or [96], pp. 102):

σ(S) = σ
(

(I− GK)−1
)

≃
1

σ(GK)
(3.62)

The sensitivity function gives the influence of output disturbances n to the
plant output y. If these disturbances n are reference signals (typically low fre-
quency ones) then ‖S‖∞ should be minimized for low frequencies in order to
ensure good reference tracking and hence from Eq. 3.62, σ(GK) should be max-
imized for a low frequency band ω < ωl.

In conflict with the above requirement, suppose the output disturbance n is
a high frequency noise. The complementary sensitivity function T = GKS gives
the closed loop noise influence on the plant output ζ. The maximum singular
values of T can be approximated for some frequencies where the maximum of
the open loop singular values are small (σ(GK)≪1) with:

σ(T ) = σ
(

GK(I− GK)−1
)

≃ σ(GK). (3.63)

In this case (and given that n appears in high frequencies) σ(GK) should be
minimized at a high frequency band ω > ωh. As a final remark it could be added
that the frequency zone (ωl, ωh), defining the roll-off rate, cannot be made very
small since this could lead to excessive phase lag and hence instability11.

10The classic relations S + T = I and S′ + T ′ = I always hold.
11A theoretical maximum is -40db/dec but in practice a 20db/dec rate is preferred.
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The two aforementioned closed loop objectives (reference signal tracking,On loop

shaping output measurement noise rejection) are typically performance and robustness
ones and can be adjusted by making the minimum/maximum open loop system
singular values big/small at low/high frequencies (ω < ωl, ω > ωh) respectively
while retaining a roll of rate of around 20db/dec for intermediate frequencies.
Typically this leads to a singular value shaping as in Fig. 3.812.
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Figure 3.8: Shaping of the open loop singular values.

In the context of the LSDP (see Section 3.3.2), these open loop singular val-
ues could be ‘shaped’ using appropriate pre/post filters W1,W2 before and after
the system G so that the shaped open loop plant’s Gs = W2GW1 singular val-
ues have a desired shape (see Fig. 3.8). However, this shaping is done without
regarding the plant’s phase (except for a rough demand on the roll-off rate) and
hence loop stability. The solution to this problem is addressed by adding an
additional controller acting on Gs in such a way that guarantees loop stability.
In the LSDP procedure, this controller is of a special type: it stabilizes but ad-
ditionally it renders the loop robust over left unstructured NCF uncertainties.

In the remainder of this section, this problem of robust stabilization over leftNCF

robust

stab/tion
unstructured NCF uncertainties is posed. Its solution is presented in Section
3.3.3 using both the standard Glover/Doyle and the equivalent LMI formula-
tions. In addition further down it will be shown that the solution to this four-
block shaping problem of Eq. 3.59 detailed before, and which has a standard
H∞ formulation, is equivalent to this robust stabilization problem.

The question however arising is why consider such a specific type of uncer-
tainties. It has been argued in [143, 144] that this way of representing process
uncertainty is very attractive since no particular information in its form in de-
manded and hence general perturbed plants G∆ that are situated ‘around’ a
nominal plant G could be considered. This could be of use for example for
linearized plants of a nonlinear system being computed on equilibrium points
close enough to a reference equilibrium point; these linearized plants could be
considered as perturbed plants G∆ over the reference plant G.

12Additionally one could also treat the closed loop objectives SG, KS that boil down to
specifications on the controller’s minimum/maximum singular values σ(K), σ(K) for low/high
frequencies (performance/robustness specifications respectively) by further adjusting K.
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Start by considering the left NCF representation of a nominal plant G(s) as NCF

perturbed

system
(with ÑÑ∗ + M̃M̃∗ = I)13:

G
∆
= M̃−1Ñ . (3.64)

A perturbed plant G∆ with the perturbations acting on its left NCF’s is
considered as (see Fig. 3.9)14:

G∆ = (M̃ + ∆M )−1(Ñ + ∆N ) (3.65)
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Figure 3.9: NCF perturbed plant.

If w = w1 + w2 is the external perturbation, ζ∞ = [ζ1 ζ2]
T = [u y]T is the

performance vector and the uncertainty is regrouped as ∆ = [∆N − ∆M ], then
the perturbed plant can be written as the upper linear fractional transformation

(u-LFT) of the standard plant P =
[

P11 P12
P21 P22

]

(corresponding to the nominal

plant G) and the unstructured uncertainty ∆ as:

G∆ = FU (P, ∆)

∆
= P22 + P21∆(I− P11∆)−1P12.

(3.66)

where the following standard I/O signal expression:

[

ζ∞
y

]

= P

[

w
u

]

(3.67)

defines P as:

P =





0 I

M̃−1 G

M̃−1 G



 . (3.68)

13In the context of the LSDP this open loop plant will be in fact an already shaped one
Gs = W2GW1.

14The perturbations considered are unstructured & unknown but stable & bounded transfer
functions with

∥

∥[∆M ∆N ]
∥

∥

∞
< ǫ and ǫ > 0.
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The NCF robust stabilization problem of G (equivalently Gs in the LSDP)The NCF

robust

stab/tion

problem

with a controller K is taken for their l-LFT FL(P,K) with:

FL(P,K) ≡

[

KSM̃−1

SM̃−1

]

. (3.69)

A formal definition of the NCF optimal robust stabilization problem is given
in the following theorem [96, 97]:15

Theorem 3.3. Consider a plant G and stable norm-bounded left NCF uncer-
tainties ∆ = [∆N − ∆M ] with ‖∆‖∞ < ǫ and ǫ > 0. A robust controller
K stabilizes the perturbed plant G∆ = FU (P, ∆) for all such ∆ with P

being the related to G standard plant if and only if:

a. K stabilizes G.

b. ‖FL(P,K)‖∞ =

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K(I− GK)−1M̃−1

(I− GK)−1M̃−1

]
∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≤ ǫ−1.

¤

Proof. See [96], pp. 33-36.

¥

The above two-block robust optimization problem is proven immediately toFrom two

to

four -block

problem

be equivalent to the initial four-block disturbance rejection problem since the
factorization of G is normalized and:

[

I G
]

= M̃−1
[

M̃ Ñ
]

. (3.70)

So finally Eqs. 3.59, 3.69 are equivalent:

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K(I− GK)−1 K(I− GK)−1G
(I− GK)−1 (I− GK)−1G

]∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≡

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K(I− GK)−1M̃−1

(I− GK)−1M̃−1

]∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

⇔

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K
I

]

(I− GK)−1
[

I G
]

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≡

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K
I

]

(I− GK)−1M̃−1

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

.

(3.71)

The motivation for the use of robust stabilizing H∞ controllers is now clear:
since the feedback loop could obtain some good initial performance and maybe
robustness properties by the use for example of some pre-compensators shaping
its open loop singular values, such an H∞ stabilizing controller could be subse-
quently added in the loop rendering it also robust over generalized unstructured
coprime factor uncertainties. This procedure outlined here will be presented in
detail in the following section.

15It is of course attempted to maximize this robustness margin ǫ to an optimum value ǫmax.
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3.3.2 The Loop Shaping Design Procedure (LSDP)

The loop shaping design procedure (LSDP) of McFarlane & Glover presented in
detail in [97], [96] - Ch. 6, [155] - Ch. 18, [93] - Ch. 12 will be outlined in the
first part of this section. Some results concerning this method will equally be
presented in the second part16. The LSDP can be divided in three distinct steps
and is visualized in Figs. 3.10a, 3.10b. These steps are:

Step 1 - Loop Shaping. The initial open loop plant G(s) is augmented using The LSDP

pre/post compensators W1,W2 in order to shape the singular values σ(Gs)
of the new augmented open loop plant Gs = W2GW1, following the analysis
of the previous section (see Fig. 3.8). Typically the designer chooses W1 as
a low pass filter in order to have a sufficiently small loop gain in high fre-
quencies (ω > ωh) and W2 in order to assure a good tracking performance
with high loop gain in low frequencies (ω < ωl). In addition the compen-
sators should also be chosen in such a way so as to avoid excessive roll-off
rates (and hence instability) in intermediate frequencies (typically around
the gain crossover frequency ωg); a good value being about −20dB/dec17.

Step 2 - Controller Calculation. The maximum robustness margin ǫmax achieved
by a robust stabilizing controller K∞, designed for the open loop system
Gs, can be calculated before actually K∞ is computed (see Section 3.3.3).
This maximum stability margin ǫmax is also a measure of the success of
the loop shaping performed in Step 1. If ǫmax ≪ 1 then there is an incom-
patibility between the chosen loop shape, the shaped plant’s phase and
robust closed loop stability; thus W1,W2 should be readjusted. If ǫmax is
satisfactory (typically around 0.3), then select a sub-optimal ǫ < ǫmax and
calculate the H∞ controller K∞ that robustly stabilizes the loop.

Step 3 - Controller Implementation. The final controller Ks = W1K∞W2 being
the series interconnection of the pre/post compensators and the robust
controller may now be implemented. The order of Ks is equal to the order
of the plant n plus the sum of the orders of the pre/post compensators
nw = nw1 + nw2 . As a result, the order ns of the final controller is n +
2nw, fact that could be conservative for implementation. To solve this
problem, model reduction techniques could be applied on K∞ while using
compensators W1,W2 of the simplest possible structure. Another solution
could be the design of a reduced order or even a static robust controller
K∞ from the beginning, a problem which is in general difficult to solve18.

16This method gives a solid alternative to classic H∞ control strategy. It has been applied
to a big number of study cases (see Section 5.2 for a comprehensive review).

17Note that the compensators may also be unstable and/or having poles/zeros on the imagi-
nary axis without this fact posing any problems since they are on the feedback loop in contrast
to the classic H∞ practice.

18In the context of gain-scheduled control where reduced order controllers are of particular
interest, a solution to this problem is given in Section 3.3.4.
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Figure 3.10: The loop shaping design procedure (LSDP).
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The robust controller Ks = W1K∞W2 calculated using the LSDP will try to
stabilize the plant while also rendering it robust to coprime factor uncertainties.
However it may be possible that it will degrade the singular value shape of the
initial open loop Gs = W2GW1 adjusted with the pre-post compensators. The
following analysis shows that it is in fact possible to compute maximum limits for
this degradation that depend not on the controller K∞ but only on the singular
value shape of the initial open loop and also on the robustness margin ǫ that
may be achieved by K∞. Given however that this robustness margin depends
by its turn only on W1, W2 (and hence on Gs), it follows that the degradation
is dependent only on the initial loop shape.

To compute this degradation it is imperative to compare the initial loop Degradation

of the

initial

loop

shape

shape of Gs = W2GW1 with the final ones W1K∞W2G = KsG at the plant
input and GW1K∞W2 = GKs at the plant output. For low (respectively high)
frequencies the minimum (respectively maximum) singular values of the initial
and final open loop shapes are compared.
For low frequencies the following relations hold19:

Plant output: σ(GKs) ≥
σ(Gs)σ(K∞)

c(W2)
(3.72)

Plant input: σ(KsG) ≥
σ(Gs)σ(K∞)

c(W1)
(3.73)

whereas for high frequencies:

Plant output: σ(GKs) ≤ σ(Gs)σ(K∞)c(W2) (3.74)

Plant input: σ(KsG) ≤ σ(Gs)σ(K∞)c(W1). (3.75)

The only obstacle to find a lower (respectively upper) bound for the low
(respectively high) frequency loop shape deterioration at the input/output of
the plant is to obtain bounds on the minimum (respectively maximum) singular
values of the controller K∞. This bound is obtained in [96], pp. 110-116:

σ(K∞) ≥
σ(Gs) +

√

γ2 − 1

1 + σ(Gs)
√

γ2 − 1
for ∀ω where σ(Gs) >

√

γ2 − 1 (3.76)

σ(K∞) ≤
σ(Gs) −

√

γ2 − 1

1 − σ(Gs)
√

γ2 − 1
for ∀ω where σ(Gs) <

1
√

γ2 − 1
. (3.77)

In addition these two bounds σ(K∞), σ(K∞) tend asymptotically to
1

√

γ2 − 1

and to
√

γ2 − 1 respectively if the values of σ(Gs) and σ(Gs) are much greater

than
√

γ2 − 1 and much smaller than
1

√

γ2 − 1
respectively, with γ

∆
= ǫ−1.

19c(G) denotes the frequency dependent condition number of G with c(G) =
σ(G)

σ(G)
.
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In addition to the previous results linking the initial loop shape specified by
the use of the pre/post compensators and the final loop shape when the H∞

controller has been added there are also results concerning the behavior of the
closed loop performance & robustness objectives S, SG, KsS,KsSG. Briefly it
can be said that bounds on these closed loop objectives can also be computed
as a function of γ, G, W1 and W2 only20.

In this section the standard McFarlane & Glover loop shaping design pro-
cedure (LSDP) has been detailed and some theoretical results justifying this
procedure presented. In the context of gain-scheduled control considered in this
work, this procedure will be used for the design of LTI controllers for LTI ap-
proximations of nonlinear systems around a set of equilibrium points in Chapter
6.

3.3.3 Full Order Case

In this section the solution to the sub-optimal robust stabilization problem of
Theorem 3.3 linked to the LSDP of Section 3.3.2 will be given. For completeness,
both the solution based on the classic Glover & Doyle formulation [53] and an
LMI formulation will be detailed in the following two subsections.

Briefly the problem is to find a dynamic output feedback stabilizing controller
K∞ to the already shaped open loop plant Gs = W2GW1 of Fig. 3.10a21 that
also satisfies the requirement:

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K∞

I

]

(I− GsK∞)−1M̃−1

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≤ γ, γ > 0. (3.78)

It is clear that if ǫmax is the maximum robustness margin that can beRobustness

margin achieved, an ǫ . ǫmax is chosen in order to construct the robust controller with
γ = 1/ǫ and typically 2 < γ < 10. The controller K∞ will robustify the open
loop plant Gs in the face of additive unstructured uncertainties acting on its
left NCF’s as presented in Section 3.3.1 (see Fig. 3.9, with K∞ here being the
robust controller K and G∆ = FU (Gs,∆) the perturbed plant).

As a final remark before actually giving the solution to Eq. 3.78, the maxi-
mum robustness margin ǫmax (or equivalently γmin) can be computed beforehand
and before actually K∞ and in an one step procedure for the normalized coprime
factorization of Gs. In addition it depends only on the coprime factorization
[M̃, Ñ ] of Gs as22:

ǫmax =

√

1 −
∥

∥

∥
[M̃, Ñ ]

∥

∥

∥

2

H
. (3.79)

20For additional details see [97], Section IV or [96], Sections 6.5, 6.6.
21Note that now the final open loop plant of Theorem 3.3 is the one obtained by augmenting

the initial open loop plant with the pre/post compensators of the LSDP of Section 3.3.2.
22The subscript ‘H ’ denotes the Hankel norm of a system associated to its Hankel singular

values.
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3.3.3.1 Standard Solution

Consider the strictly proper23 state space representation of the open loop shaped Shaped

systemplant Gs (see Fig. 3.10a) satisfying the classic H∞ assumptions needed (see [155],
Ch. 16):

Gs :
ẋ = Asx + Bsu

y = Csx
(3.80)

Then out of all stabilizing controllers achieving also the tolerance level γ, the Feedback

controllerso-called central or maximum entropy one K∞ with:

K∞ :
ẋk = Akxk + Bky

u = Ckxk + Dky
(3.81)

is given by:

K∞
ss
=

[

Ak Bk

Ck Dk

]

=

[

As − BsBs
TX + γ2W−1ZCs

TCs γ2W−1ZCs
T

Bs
TX 0

]

.

(3.82)

The matrices X,Z solve the control (respectively filtering) algebraic Riccati
equations (CARE, FARE):

CARE : As
TX + XAs − XBsB

T
s X + CT

s Cs = 0 (3.83)

FARE : ZAs
T + AsZ − ZCT

s CsZ + BsB
T
s = 0 (3.84)

with the matrix W (entering Ak,Bk) given by:

W =
(

I + XZ − γ2
I
)T

. (3.85)

The maximum robustness margin ǫmax obtained can be also calculated using Optimal

robustness

margin
the solutions X,Z of the Riccati equations as (with ǫmax < 1 always):

ǫmax =
1

√

1 + λmax(XZ)
. (3.86)

Technical Note: The problem of designing a sub-optimal robust output feed-
back controller following the McFarlane & Glover loop shaping design pro-
cedure (LSDP) is solved by MATLABR© with the macro ‘ncfsyn’ of the
Robust Control Toolbox. This macro designs a positive feedback controller
K∞ for an open loop plant G with corresponding pre/post compensators
W1,W2. Additionally it computes the corresponding maximum stability
margin ǫmax, the stability margin ǫ achieved and the corresponding aug-
mented open loop plant Gs and stabilized closed loop system transfer func-
tions.

23The strictly proper case is considered here in order to simplify the formulas.
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3.3.3.2 LMI Solution

In this section an alternative method for the solution of the sub-optimal ro-
bust stabilization corresponding to the LSDP of Section 3.3.2 is presented. This
method is based on a LMI formulation of the problem of finding the stabilizing
robust dynamic controller K∞ that also satisfies Eq. 3.78.

The idea is simple enough: given that the problem of designing this stabiliz-
ing controller corresponds to the minimization of the H∞ norm from the input
disturbance w (representing the additive uncertainty over the normalized left
coprime factors of the shaped open loop plant Gs) to the performance vector ζ∞
consisting of the input u and the output y of Gs (see Fig. 3.9); then it suffices
to design the controller K∞ for the corresponding standard plant Ps of Fig. 3.11
in such a way that ‖Twζ∞‖∞ = ‖FL(Ps, K∞)‖∞ < γ with K∞ stabilizing and γ
minimized. The solution to this problem via LMI’s could be done in more than
one ways; here the basic approach found in [11] is presented.
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Figure 3.11: LFT of the LSDP.

To find the standard plant representation Ps of the open loop shaped plant
Gs, with a general standard plant representation defined as:





ẋ
ζ∞
y



 =





A Bw Bu

Cζ Dwζ Duζ

Cy Dwy Duy









x
w
u



 (3.87)

it suffices to obtain a minimal normalized LCF of the shaped open loop plantNCF’s

Gs =
[

As Bs
Cs Ds

]

24. These coprime factors of are given by [155] (with Gs = M̃−1Ñ):

Ñ
ss
=

[

As + LCs L

R−1/2Cs R−1/2

]

(3.88)

M̃
ss
=

[

Bs + LDs L

R−1/2Ds R−1/2

]

. (3.89)

24The more general case where the plant is not necessarily strictly proper is considered here
with As ∈ R

n×n,Bs ∈ R
n×nu ,Cs ∈ R

ny×n,Ds ∈ R
ny×nu .
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After the necessary matrix manipulations the standard plant Ps is found to LSDP

standard

plant
be (one-to-one connection using Eq. 3.87):

Ps
ss
=









As −LR1/2 Bs
[

0
Cs

] [

0

R1/2

] [

Inu

Ds

]

Cs R1/2 Ds









. (3.90)

The coprime factorization matrices R,L in Eq. 3.90 are defined as:

R = I + DsD
T
s (3.91)

L = −
(

BsD
T
s + ZCT

s

)

R−1 (3.92)

where Z = ZT ,Z > 0 is the solution to the (generalized) filtering algebraic
equation (GFARE):

GFARE :
(

As − BsS
−1DT

s Cs

)

Z + Z
(

As − BsS
−1DT

s Cs

)T

−ZCT
s R−1CsZ + BsS

−1BT
s = 0

(3.93)

and
S = I + DT

s Ds. (3.94)

Given the standard plant Ps the solution to the problem of finding the dy-
namic controller K∞ is divided into two phases: the feasibility problem and
controller reconstruction. The first phase involves the solution of a number of
LMI’s, which is the result of the effort of rendering the corresponding Bounded
Real Lemma (BRL) convex, in order to obtain the problem’s Lyapunov matri-
ces25. If these exist, then the initial BRL becomes convex, the second phase has
a meaning and the controller matrices may be computed by solving the initial
BRL either as an LMI problem or symbolically (for the latter method see [68]).

Feasibility Problem: The following theorem gives the necessary and sufficient Feasibility

problemconditions for the existence of a sub-optimal full order output feedback
H∞ controller K for a general standard plant P like the one of Eq. 3.8726:

Theorem 3.4. Under the hypothesis that the pairs (A,Bu) and (A,Cy)
are stabilizable and detectable then there exists a full order dynamic
controller K (as the one in Eq. 3.43) ensuring that the transfer func-
tion Twζ∞(s) = FL(P,K) from the vector of disturbances w to a per-
formance vector ζ∞ will be stable and also the H∞-norm of this trans-
fer function will be less than a performance level γ (‖Twζ∞‖∞ < γ),
if and only if there exist symmetric matrices X,Y and a performance
level γ > 0 satisfying the following three LMI’s:

25This is equivalent to the solution of the two Riccati equations when using the standard
problem formulation of the previous section.

26In the following analysis it will be assumed without loss of generality that Duy = 0 in order
to simplify the calculations.
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[

NX 0
0 I

]





AX + XAT XCT
ζ Bw

CζX −γI Dwζ

BT
w DT

wζ −γI





[

NX 0
0 I

]

< 0 (3.95)

[

NY 0
0 I

]





ATY + YA YBT
w CT

ζ

BT
wY −γI DT

wζ

Cζ Dwζ −γI





[

NY 0
0 I

]

< 0 (3.96)

[

X I

I Y

]

≥ 0. (3.97)

¤

Proof. See [11], pp. 10-11.

¥

The matrices NX,NY are (preferably orthonormal) bases to the null spaces
of

[

BT
u DT

uζ

]

and
[

Cy Dwy

]

respectively. Now in practice, one tries to
solve a minimization problem by trying to solve for the matrices X,Y
for the smallest γ possible; once this is done the controller matrices are
obtained following the analysis below.

Controller Reconstruction: The problem of obtaining the feasibility solutionsController

recon/tion involves in fact the convexifying of an initially BMI problem. This problem
emerges by imposing satisfaction of the BRL for the closed loop system
given by the l-LFT of the general standard plant P and the controller

K. This problem can be translated into finding the matrix Θ =
[

Ak Bk

Ck Dk

]

,

regrouping the controller matrices, that satisfies the following inequality:

Ψ + QTΘTP + PTΘQ < 0. (3.98)

The aforementioned equation contains the matrices Ψ,P,Q that are gen-
erally dependent27 on the known standard plant matrices and on X,Y, γ
obtained from the feasibility problem28.

The initial problem of computing a robust dynamic controller K∞ for the
shaped open loop plant Gs can be in fact viewed as a standard H∞ problem
with a special structure on the corresponding standard plant P. Given that the
standard plant referring to this special problem Ps may be computed using Eqs.
3.88-3.90, then the problem of designing K∞ may be solved by directly applying
the aforementioned LMI formulation of Theorem 3.4.

27For the exact dependence and how to solve for these matrices refer to [11].
28As a small technical note it may be added that the LMI of Eq. 3.98 can be readily solved

using the macro ‘basiclmi’ of the MATLABR© Robust Control Toolbox.
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3.3.4 Static Case

In this section the problem of computing static instead of dynamic robust H∞

controllers for the LSDP of Section 3.3.2 will be addressed. The problem in fact
is to find a static output feedback control law u = −K∞y for the shaped plant
Gs of Fig. 3.10a that will stabilize the plant and also render it robust to left
NCF perturbations; this is translated in the two-block H∞ problem of Eq. 3.78
that is repeated here:

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K∞

I

]

(I− GsK∞)−1M̃−1

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≤ γ, γ > 0. (3.99)

This approach of designing simpler controllers is very important in the con- Static

vs.

dynamic

H∞

control

text of gain scheduling, as it will be detailed in Chapter 6, since the controller
updating procedure has a very reduced complexity. Indeed, from the discussion
of Section 3.3.2 it has been made clear that the order of a dynamic controller Ks

is equal to the sum of the orders of the plant plus the pre/post compensators’.
Thus for example for a second order system G shaped by a PID post-compensator
W2 and a low pass filter W1 as pre-compensator, the final controller would be of
order five making things maybe more complicated than they should have been.

Two are the major solutions proposed for this problem of high controller
order: the first is try to reduce the order of K∞ (using for example techniques
such as Hankel norm approximation or balanced truncation) whereas the second
is attempting to compute reduced order controllers directly from the beginning;
here this second method will be outlined.

The basic difficulty in designing reduced order controllers comes from the
famous rank minimization condition for the existence of a controller of order
k < n (where n is the plant order):

Rank(I− XY) ≤ k. (3.100)

Several heuristic methods have been proposed in order to take out this condi-
tion such as the alternative projection method, the XY-centering algorithm, the
cone complementarity linearization method and others (see for example [52, 54]
and references therein). However these approaches (along with the one trying
to solve the initial problem, which is of course a BMI, with appropriate solvers)
do not guarantee convergence even though they have been successfully applied
to real world applications.

Other methods focus their effort to obtain only sufficient conditions for the
existence of lower order controllers, conditions which however involve the formu-
lation of the problem into LMI’s. One of these methods has appeared in [111]
and will be exploited in this work. Briefly, it involves the aforementioned two-
block loop shaping problem itself and demands only the solution of two LMI’s
to guarantee the existence of a static controller K∞. Another method that ad-
dresses the equivalent four-block problem (see Eq. 3.71) and claims to achieve
better results than the previous one has been very recently proposed in [109].
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Following the analysis in [111] and always under the LSDP context of the

previous sections, consider the open shaped plant Gs =
[

As Bs
Cs Ds

]

of Figs. 3.10a-

3.11. The problem this time is finding a static controller K∞ and the following
theorem gives sufficient conditions for the existence of such a controller.

Theorem 3.5. There exist a static stabilizing controller K∞ that also satisfiesLSDP:

static

H∞

control

feasibility

the two-block LSDP H∞ robustness problem:
∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K∞

I

]

(I− GsK∞)−1M̃−1

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≤ γ, γ > 0.

if there exist γ < 1 and a matrix X = XT > 0 that satisfies the LMI’s:

(As + LCs)X + X(As + LCs)
T < 0 (3.101)





AsX + XAT
s − γBsB

T
s XCT

s − γBsD
T
s −LE1/2

CX − γDsB
T
s −γE E1/2

−E1/2LT E1/2 −γIny



 < 0 (3.102)

with L = −
(

BsD
T
s + ZCT

s

)

R−1, Z = ZT ≥ 0 being the solution to the
GFARE of Eq. 3.93 and R = I + DsD

T
s ,S = I + DT

s Ds.

¤

Proof. See [111], pp. 1519.

¥

As a first comment it should be stressed that the difficulty in computing aComments

static controller comes from the fact that Eq. 3.101 is a BMI transformed to an
LMI by neglecting an additive factor F which is quadratic on R, with F being
equal to29:

F = −γRCT
s E−1CsR. (3.103)

As a second comment it may be added that the procedure of arriving to the
conditions of Eqs. 3.101-3.102 is nothing more than applying the standard LMI
conditions of Theorem 3.4 to this particular static output feedback problem. As
a result, the analysis of this section may be considered as an extension to the
discussion of Section 3.3.3.2.

As a third comment it should be made clear that because of the fact that
a much simpler structure controller has been designed in contrast with the full
order case of the previous section, the performance level γ (respectively robust-
ness margin ǫ) will be bigger (respectively smaller). In practice, and as it will be
observed in Chapter 6, this trade-off between controller complexity and robust
stability leans heavily towards the first; this meaning that the robustness margin
deterioration in the static case is only about 30% for a seventh order open loop
plant Gs, thus justifying the static approach.

29The simplification of this quadratic factor F renders the conditions sufficient instead of
necessary and sufficient in the beginning.
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Now once the performance level γ and the Lyapunov matrix X have been Static

controller

recon/tion
found, the static output feedback gain can be computed following the Controller
Reconstruction phase of Theorem 3.4 that involves the solution of the initial
Bounded Real Lemma relevant to the problem. If K∞ = K̃∞(I − DsK̃∞)−1

then K∞ may be computed by solving the LMI of Eq. 3.98 for K̃∞ with:

Ψ =









AsX + XAT
s 0 XCT

s −LE1/2

0 −γInu 0 0

CsX 0 −γIny E1/2

−E1/2LT 0 E1/2 −γIny









(3.104)

P =









Bs

Inu

Ds

0









T

(3.105)

Q =
[

CsX 0 0 E1/2
]

. (3.106)

This concludes the discussion on the classic LSDP of McFarlane&Glover and on
how to obtain full order or static controllers using the standard Glover&Doyle
formulation or an alternative LMI approach. As a last comment it may be
added that this LSDP analyzed in the last sections offers indeed a sound and
theoretically justified approach but which on the same time preserves its intuitive
nature concerning the synthesis of MIMO controllers for LTI plants. From the
one side it can encompass many interesting features that could be useful for a
control system (low/high open loop gains at high/low frequencies, treatment for
the general I/O disturbance rejection problem, stabilization over unstructured
uncertainties etc.) but on the other hand it can be seen, in the context of
singular value shaping, as a generalization to well known loop shaping practices.
In addition this synthesis procedure can be further simplified by considering
simpler control structures for the robust closed loop controller; this fact is easily
done due to the fact that the LSDP can be recast as a standard H∞ synthesis
problem.

3.4 The Gap Metric

In this section a powerful system analysis tool will be presented that will permit
the development of advanced gain scheduling controllers in Chapter 6. This
tool is called the gap metric and it has been primarily introduced in the control
community with the work of El-Sakkary in the 80’s [38, 39]. It has been mostly
exploited by Georgiou&Smith both concerning computational aspects and its
connection with H∞ control [49, 50]. Other interesting metrics were conceived
by Vidyasagar [143] and more recently by Vinnicombe [146]. Additional work in
a nonlinear context has been done for example in [51] and in [34] for the LTV
case.
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3.4.1 Motivation & Definitions

A major motivation for the development of the gap metric and other metricsDistance

between

systems
was the desire to obtain a measure of the distance between two systems in a
closed loop setting and the possible extension of this idea to study the stability
of a perturbed system G∆(s) given that it is controlled by the same compen-
sator K(s) computed for a nominal system G(s). Moreover this metric should
be able to compare different types of systems: stable or unstable, of the same
or different orders etc.; the only restriction is that they should have the same
number of inputs or outputs since they are compared in the same closed loop
setting (i.e. using the same compensator).

The gap metric captures differences between the closed loop behaviors of two
plants G(s), G∆(s) when the same compensator K(s) is applied. If another sys-
tem G∗(s) is considered, that may have similar open loop but very different closed
loop when compared to G (always with the same compensator K), then this met-
ric should be able to distinguish G∗ from G∆ which behaves well/similarly as G
in closed loop, though it may be totally different in open loop30. As an illustra-
tive example suppose that G is a stable first-order system, G∆ an unstable one,
whereas G∗ is similar to G in terms of open loop step response:

G(s) =
100

2s + 1
, G∆(s) =

100

2s − 1
, G∗(s) =

100

(s + 1)2
. (3.107)

Suppose also that all plants are given a unity negative feedback (K(s) = −1);
then their closed loop transfer functions H(s),H∆(s),H∗(s) are:

H(s) =
100

2s + 101
, H∆(s) =

100

2s + 99
, H∗(s) =

100

s2 + 2s + 101
(3.108)

and all open and closed loop step responses are shown in Figs. 3.12a, 3.12b.

(a) Open loop step responses (b) Closed loop step responses

Figure 3.12: System responses comparison.

30For example G may be stable and G∆ unstable in open loop as it is the case in real life
situations when a nominal but uncertain plant may become unstable under heavy perturbations.
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The topology inducing the gap metric is depicted in Fig. 3.13; this topology The graph

topologytakes into account the special structure of the feedback problem seen in Section
3.3. In this structure, a nominal plant G that is stabilized by a compensator K,
receives input/output perturbations d, n whereas another plant G∆, receives the
same perturbations while being in feedback interconnection with the same com-
pensator K. The goal then is to find a distance measure for the inputs/output
behaviors of each system G,G∆ under this specific feedback form. This distance
measure, that is defined for these two systems G,G∆, is called the gap metric
δg(G,G∆) and it is the maximum of the two directed gaps ~δg(G,Gδ), ~δg(G∆, G):

δg(G,G∆)
∆
= max

{

~δg(G,G∆), ~δg(G∆, G)
}

. (3.109)

In this closed loop structure of Fig. 3.13, the two systems G,G∆ may be
considered close if for all appropriate inputs u to the plant G there exists an
appropriate input u∆ that makes a certain norm small. This norm, being of key
importance, can be found in the actual definition of the directed gap between
two systems which is the following:

~δg(G,G∆)
∆
= sup





u
y



∈GG

inf




u∆

y∆



∈GG∆

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

y
u

]

−

[

y∆

u∆

]∥

∥

∥

∥

2
∥

∥

∥

∥

[

y
u

]∥

∥

∥

∥

2

. (3.110)

These appropriate inputs u, u∆ mentioned before, along with the correspond-
ing outputs y = Gu, y∆ = G∆u∆ are said to belong to the domain D(MG) of a
multiplication operator MG. This domain is defined as:

D(MG)
∆
= {u ∈ H2 : Gu ∈ H2}. (3.111)
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Figure 3.13: Gap metric related topology
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The multiplication operator MG is an operator on the input signal space H2,
defining the signals being zero for t < 0 and with bounded energy for t > 0, and
is described as:

MG : H2 → H2, u 7→ Gy. (3.112)

where the system G belongs to the class of rational transfer functions with nu

inputs and ny outputs respectively.
Returning to the definition of the directed gap of Eq. 3.110, it may be added

that the gap metric can be also viewed as the distance between the so-called
graphs of the two systems GG,GG∆

; this is the reason because it is a metric
induced by the graph topology. Given that a system G may be seen as a mul-
tiplication operator MG, the graph of a system is defined as all the possible
H2-bounded input/output pairs of the corresponding to G multiplication oper-
ator MG:

GG ≡ G(MG)
∆
=

{[

y
u

]

: u ∈ D(MG)

}

. (3.113)

A very useful property of the gap metric δg, defined in Eq. 3.109 by meansGap

metric

properties
of the directed gap, is that given it is a metric the following hold31:

0 ≤ δg(G,G∆) ≤ 1 (3.114)

and also:
δg(G,G∆) ≡ δg(G∆, G). (3.115)

Returning to the initial motivation example, given that the gap metric shows
the closed loop closeness between two systems under the same feedback struc-
ture, the gaps between all the systems are seen in Table 4.1. On the one hand
it is verified that even though the systems G,G∗ have similar open loop step
responses (see Fig. 3.12a) their gap is large, showing exactly the incompatibility
of the controller K for G∗ in closed loop (see Fig. 3.12b). On the other hand,
even though the open loop step response of G∆ is unstable, therefore very differ-
ent to the one corresponding to G, their gap is small since the compensator K
is very good for both systems under the graph topology. In addition, because of
the fact that G,G∆ are very close by means of the gap whereas G, G∗ are not,
it is expected that the gap between G∆, G∗ will be also large.

Table 3.1: Gaps concerning the motivation example.

System G(s) G∆(s) G∗(s)

G(s) 0 0.0205 0.8995
G∆(s) 0.0205 0 0.8946
G∗(s) 0.8995 0.8946 0

31A large gap between two systems means that they are not close in the graph topology
whereas a gap close to zero shows closed loop compatibility for an appropriate compensator K.
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3.4.2 Connection to the H∞ Theory

In this section the connection of the gap metric and the H∞ loop shaping the-
ory of Section 3.3 will be outlined. This important result obtained by Geor-
giou&Smith in [50] is of key interest since two systems G,G∆ may be compared
in a closed loop setting as in Fig. 3.13, with the second system G∆ considered
as a coprime factor perturbed of the initial one G. Quantitative results are then
obtained on the maximum amount of uncertainty ∆ that can be tolerated over
G until the behavior of its closed loop starts to deteriorate rapidly.

The theory presented assumes normalized coprime factorizations of an open
loop plant G and a stabilizing controller K which stabilizes and renders G robust
over unstructured additive uncertainties ∆ on its normalized coprime factors, ex-
actly as in the setting of Fig. 3.9. It is argued by Georgiou&Smith that iff the
H∞-norm of the uncertainty introduced is less than the gap between the systems
G,G∆ then K stabilizes the perturbed system G∆. This result is formally given
by the following theorem:

Theorem 3.6. Consider a system G with a right normalized coprime fac- Gap

metric &

robust

stab/tion

torization G = NM−1 and a controller K that stabilizes it. Take a real
number ǫ so that 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1. Then these two statements are equivalent:

a. The closed loop pair [G∆,K] is stable for every plant G∆ with G∆
∆
=

(N + ∆N )(M + ∆M )−1 being a right NCF perturbed plant G, where

∆N , ∆N ∈ RH∞ and
∥

∥

∥

[

∆M

∆N

]∥

∥

∥

∞
< ǫ.

b.The closed loop pair [G∆,K] is stable for every plant G∆ for which
δg(G,G∆) < ǫ.

¤

Proof. See [50], pp. 679.

¥

Now it is interesting to note that the theorem above is given in terms of Right vs.

left

NCF’s
right NCF’s whereas the formulation of the robust stabilization problem stated
in Theorem 3.3 is done in terms of left NCF’s. It follows from the analysis in [50]
that a controller K, being optimal for coprime factor perturbations, is optimal
for both left and right factorizations of the plant G, even though these two types
of uncertainty generate in general different classes of perturbed plants.

Given now that this controller K is optimal for both types of uncertainties,
the connection with the H∞ loop shaping theory is clear: a (sub)optimal con-
troller K robustly stabilizes a plant G if the conditions of Theorem 3.3 hold,
roughly if it satisfies (recall that P is the corresponding to G standard plant):

‖FL(P,K)‖∞ =

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

K(I− GK)−1M̃−1

(I− GK)−1M̃−1

]
∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

≤ ǫ−1. (3.116)
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Then a simple and qualitative condition to verify if this controller K stabilizesDiscussion

on the

gap
a NCF perturbed plant G∆ is to check whether the gap between G,G∆ is less
than the stability margin ǫ. Thus a compensator stabilizes a ball of uncertainty
in the gap metric of given radius iff it stabilizes a ball of uncertainty of the same
radius defined by perturbations on a normalized left coprime fraction.

It should be made clear that a perturbed plant at a distance greater than the
stability margin will not necessarily be destabilized by some compensator that
stabilizes the nominal plant with a stability margin equal to the gap between
the two systems. This latter feature is the property of another metric: the ν-gap
metric proposed by Vinnicombe in [145, 146].

As a last comment it should be added that this analysis can be extended in
the context of the LSDP of Section 3.3.2. This means that the plants considered
for the gap metric calculation are Gs (initial open loop plant) and Gs,∆ (the left
NCF perturbed plant) with the robust controller K∞ calculated for Gs.

3.4.3 Computation of the Gap Metric

In this final section the problem of actually computing the gap metric between
two systems will be briefly addressed. For more details on the mathematics and
on the method used to actually calculate the gap, the reader is encouraged to
refer to [49, 50].

Even though the gap metric was introduced in [39], its actual computationComputation

of the

gap
for any given plants G,G∆ was obtained by Georgiou&Smith in [49]. This is
done first by noting that the gap metric δg(G,G∆) is computed as the maximum
of the two directed gaps as in Eq. 3.109. Then, a quantitative expression for
computing the directed gap stems from Eq. 3.110 by using the Commutant
Lifting Theorem (see [50], pp. 674 and references therein):

~δg(G,G∆) = inf
Q∈H∞

∥

∥

∥

∥

[

MG

NG

]

−

[

MG∆

NG∆

]

Q

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞

. (3.117)

In the above equation Mi, Ni are right NCF of any plant Gi
32 and Q is related

to the Youla parametrization procedure of any stabilizing controller K acting on
G. Even though this equation does not give on its own any clear way on how to
compute the gap, it may be further manipulated in order to conceive a traceable
algorithm for this computation and it was a milestone getting a quantitative
method to transform the graph topology-induced metric (see Eq. 3.110) into
the exploitable expression in Eq. 3.117.

Technical Note: The gap metric and the ν-gap metric can be calculated to
any desired accuracy by using MATLABR© Robust Control Toolbox and
the command ‘gapmetric’. The calculation time needed is small enough
(typically less than 500ms) to permit its use inside a robustness verification
algorithm as it will be seen in Chapter 6.

32Recall that Gi(s)
∆
= Ni(s)M

−1
i (s) and M∗

i Mi + N∗
i Ni = I, with Mi, Ni ∈ RH∞.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter some topics of modern H∞ theory were presented in order to
give insights and to provide completeness in the technical part of this work.

In Section 3.1 the general framework of output feedback H∞ control with
pole placement in LMI regions was presented. It has been argued that this con-
trol synthesis approach is attractive since it permits the tailoring of the plant’s
closed loop dynamics in terms of eigenvalue placement, along with H∞-based
optimization on several closed loop objectives. The disadvantage of this method
is the complexity of the controller obtained when full order convex synthesis is
assumed.

In Section 3.2 some standard results on how to transform an arbitrary com-
pensator into an equivalent observer-based state feedback controller were re-
viewed. It has been argued that in order to simplify the control structure in the
context of linearization-based gain-scheduled control, it is preferable to consider
strictly proper compensators with order equal to that of the plant in order to
obtain a null Youla parameter Q. A drawback of this method is that the parti-
tion of the closed loop eigenvalues to the state feedback or the observer part of
the controller is sometimes not so trivial.

In Section 3.3 some material on the classic McFarlane&Glover loop shaping
design procedure (LSDP) was detailed. The problem of coprime factor robust-
ness stabilization was also linked to the LSDP and the solution with a robust,
either full order or static, controller was presented. The discussion involved the
result that this procedure is particularly attractive in the context of gain schedul-
ing control for two reasons: first it offers an intuitive but theoretically justified
procedure of computing high performance controllers based on frequency domain
analysis and second because it gives the means to link stability of a plant as a
function of the uncertainty introduced on its coprime factors.

In Section 3.4 finally, a tool (the gap metric) linking stability and uncertainty
was presented. The gap metric is in fact a norm under a closed loop feedback
setting and it can give information on the stabilizability of a NCF perturbed
plant by a controller computed for a nominal plant. With this tool the classic
LSDP can be linked with gain scheduling as it will be seen in Chapter 6: a
LTI plant calculated around an equilibrium point near (or not too near) another
‘nominal’ one may be seen as a ‘perturbed’ plant. Thus the gap between these
two plants could give valuable information on the stabilizability of the second
plant using a controller calculated for the nominal one.


